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his commentary describes text making as a process
of
involving the sedimentation
identities into the text, which then can be seen as an artifact that reflects,
through
itsmateriality,
the previous identities of the meaning maker. When
children start to
make texts, or produce a drawing at home, the finished text has a history. If itwere
made in the home, itwould have been constructed
in relation to ways of being and
to the
in
the
home,
everyday practices surrounding the text. In this com
doing
mentary,

we

argue

that

texts

can

be

seen

as

traces

of

social

practice,

and

their

mate

riality is important in revealing those traces.We then explore the implications of
that theoretical space for research and practice. We suggest that children's identities
can be instantiated within texts, a concept we call sedimented identities in texts.We
suggest a particular way of viewing texts, and consider what that way has to offer
the field of literacy.
In recent issues of Reading Research
Quarterly, there has been an increasing fo
cus on a social
a
and
situated
practice
socially
perspective on literacy development
(Guzzetti & Gamboa, 2004; Lewis & Fabbo, 2005; Orellana, Reynolds, Dorner, &
is an attempt to step back to reflect on
Mesa, 2003). The following commentary
a
account
of
situated
is important. We also argue
why
socially
literacy development
nature of text
same time,
the need to reflect on the multimodal
making and, at the
we
to
account
take
in
texts. By
need
of
the
identities
of
multimodal
why
making
multimodal
texts, we mean that we see text making as having amaterial dimen
sion. Materiality
is a key notion within our use of multimodal
theory and the phys
ical aspects (i.e., all modes?oral,
of texts as signifying
written, and dimensional)
producers' identities. For example, when a child puts pen to paper, the text is com
a number of modes. The child draws on these modes when
posed from
making
lettered representation. The
meaning?oral
composing, drawn representation,
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an
of how texts are put together that accounts for multimodali
COMMENTARY
understanding
argues for
on children's ways of being and doing in the home, their habitus. It focuses on identities as socially
ty and draws
identities during text production. This
situated. It argues that it is important to trace the process of sedimenting
that can inform research into children's text making. Particular attention is
offers away of viewing text production
and how the text becomes an artifact
to the
and practices used during text production
producer, contexts,
paid
that holds important information about the meaning maker. Four case studies describe sedimented identities as a
lens through which to see amore nuanced perspective on meaning making. This work offers a lens for research
and practice in that it enables researchers to question and interrogate the way texts come into being.

THE

un
a la
textual que d? cuenta de la diversi
apunta
comprensi?n de
tipo de organizaci?n
en
su habitus. Se pone el acento en
ser
ni?os
el
de
hacer
los
del
las
formas
del
considere
y
y
hogar,
las identidades en cuanto socialmente situadas. Se argumenta que es importante indagar en el proceso de consoli
textual
de textos. Esto ofrece una manera de ver la producci?n
daci?n de las identidades durante la producci?n
acerca de la elaboraci?n de textos por parte de los ni?os. Se presta particular atenci?n
que podr?a dar informaci?n
textual y a c?mo el texto se convierte en un arte
al productor, contextos y pr?cticas usadas durante la producci?n
facto que contiene informaci?n importante acerca del generador de significados. Cuatro estudios de caso describen
identidades consolidadas como una lente a trav?s de la cual puede tenerse una perspectiva m?s matizada de la con
strucci?n del significado. Este trabajo ofrece una lente para ver la investigaci?n y lapr?ctica de un modo que permita
a los
cuestionar e interrogar la forma en que surgen los textos.
investigadores

ESTE COMENTARIO
dad de modos

DER

wie Texte
f?r ein Verstehen
argumentiert
sind und bezieht sich auf die Art und Weise
bestimmend

KOMMENTAR

Multimodalit?t

die f?r die
werden,
zusammengestellt
wie sich Kinder imHause, ihrem Habitus,

Es wird argu
was sie unternehmen. Man konzentriert
sich auf gesellschaftlich
festgesetzte Identit?ten.
geben und
zur?ck
ist, den Verlauf des Sedimentierens von Identit?ten w?hrend der Texterstellung
mentiert, dass eswesentlich
zu beurteilen, welche die Erforschung bei der Erstellung
die Texterstellung
eine M?glichkeit
zuverfolgen. Dies bietet
wird dem Verfasser, den Inhalten
informativ beeinflussen kann. Besondere Aufmerksamkeit
und wie der Text zu einem kreativen
Praktiken geschenkt,
der Texterstellung
angewandten
beinhaltet. Vier
?ber dessen Sinnkonstrukteur
Informationen
wird, das ebenfalls wichtige
Schrifterzeugnis
Identit?ten als eine Art Optik, durch die man eine wesentlich nuanziertere
Fallstudien beschreiben sedimentierte
zur Sinnkonstruktion
erkennt. Dieses Werk bietet eine solche Optik zum Betrachten von Forschung
Perspektive
und Praxis, wobei es die Forscher in die Lage versetzt, die Art und Weise wie Texte entstehen, in Frage zu stellen
und zu untersuchen.

von Kindertexten

und den w?hrend
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Des identit?s
s?diment?es
dans

les
exemples

de

pratiques

OrpaxceHiie
J?HHHOCTH B
TeKCTax: oiynan
H3 npaKTHKH

les textes sont mis ensemble pour rendre compte de lamultimodalit?,
leur habitus. Il se centre sur les identit?es en tant
enfants ? lamaison,
est
de
suivre le processus de s?dimentation des iden
important
qu'il
sur la
ouvre une
texte qui peut informer la
perspective
production de
recherche sur la fa?on dont les enfants font un texte. Une attention particuli?re est apport?e au producteur, aux con
textes, et aux pratiques mises en uvre pendant la production du texte et ? la fa?on dont un texte devient un objet
sens. Dans quatre ?tudes de cas on
sur celui
une information
construit comportant
importante
qui fabrique le
sur la fabri
comme une
une perspective
plus nuanc?e
loupe qui permet d'avoir
pr?sente les identit?s s?diment?es
aux
la recherche et la pratique comme permettant
cation du sens. Ce travail apporte une loupe consid?rant
chercheurs de mettre en question et d'interroger la fa?on dont les textes arrivent ? l'existence.

essaie de comprendre comment
et de faire des
esquisse lesmani?res d'?tre
sont socialement situ?es. Il soutient
qu'elles
tit?s au cours de la production de texte. Ceci

CE TEXTE
et

:

textes

h#??<7)W^7^?^;U#?

B HacTOfliijeM
KOTopbie

KOMMeHTapHH
Ha
ocHOBaHM

cymecTBOBaHHeM
B 9TOM
J?HHHOCTb

pe?emca
KOHTeKCTe

oTpaaeeHHe

npoaie^HTb

jihhhocth

xaicoMy
npoiiecc.
EjiaroAapfl
ho HccrceAOBaTb
KaK npoAyrcr,
HMeHHO

aro

flaeroi

To;iKOBaHHe

MexaHH3MOB

h
nojiHMOAajibHOCTH
b po#HOM
to
eerb
?OMe,
HBJieHHe
COHHaJIbHO
b co3AaHHOM
mohcho

no^xo^y
MexaHH3M

cBH3aHbi
c ero

co3#aHHH
Teiccra,
c
eaceAHeBHMM
?peron

o?HTaHHji.

H BaaCHO
O?yCJTOBJieHHOC
nocreneHHbiH
KaK hckhh
Teiccre

TeKCT
He npocTo
paccMaTpHBaTb
Ha Bonpoc:
KaK
oTBeTHTb
co3AaHHH,
BHHMaHHe
co3,zj,aTe.rcio
reKcra,
yAenneTCH
ero

Oco?oe
AejiaiOT
#eTH?
H TOMy, KaKHM
ero C03,n,aHHH
B
C03AaeTCfl
TeKCT, CnOCO?aM
KOTOpOM
KOHTeKCTy,
o
TeKCT cTaHOBHTCH
coAep^caniiHM
BancHyio
HH(J3opMaiJHio
apTe4>aKTOM,
o6pa30M
HOBoro
CMbicjia.
B cTaTbe
oT#e;ibHbix
neTbipe
co3#aTejie
npoaHa;iH3HpoBaHbi
KaK b
b co3#aHHOM
TeKCTe.
B sthx
jih*?hocth
npHMepax,
oTpa^ceHHH
cjiy^a?
h oco?chhocth
hobhx
Bce HioaHCbi
co3AaHHH
bhahh
creKJie,
yBe^HHHTejibHOM
h npaieraKy
CMbicjioB.
HccjieAOBaHH?
?aHHaa
npe,zyiaraeT
paccMaTpHBaTb
pa?oTa
bo3mo5khoctb
AaionniM
HccjieAOBaTeji?M
noA onpeAejieHHbiM
pa3o6paTboi,
yrjioM,
TeKCTbI.
B03HHKaiOT
KaK HMeHHO
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a
resulting ensemble of meaning making comprises
text.We have drawn on Kress s (1997)
multimodal
work to develop this definition.
In this commentary, we begin by offering an
account of the New Literacy Studies and multi
we need to discuss the way
modality. We argue that
construct
texts are materially
inwhich multimodal
also argue that the intersection of the New
while fruitful,
Literacy Studies and multimodality,
an
of
social practice.
needs
extended understanding
In looking at the relationship between social process
es, such as national identities, and literacy, literacy
and language theorists such as Collins and Blot
(2003) have argued the importance of bringing in
of texts in
social theory to develop an understanding
relation to social practice. Collins and Blots contri
the arguments
bution lies in carefully dismantling
ed.We

that keep literacy and language, its oral counterpart,
separate. Instead, they argue for a socially situated
view of literacies that also takes account of power.
scholars argue that these power relations in re
Many
lation to literacy and language practices need scruti
contexts
(e.g.,
nizing, particularly in educational
& Jones, 2000; Rogers,
Heller, 2002; Martin-Jones
2003). In order to understand how different groups
use different
language practices in different contexts,
scholars such as Collins and Blot and Heller have
looked at the ways in which particular language and
are
literacy practices
privileged in particular contexts,
In describing these
such as schools and institutions.
Heller
and
Blot
and
have focused
Collins
processes,
on the
micro
interactions
with
of
textual
linking
to
of
the
macrosocial
enable
formulation
experience
amore
of
social
have
powerful theory
being. They
on Bourdieus
an
approach that draws
suggested
away of articu
as
habitus
of
(1977, 1990) concept
and
macrosocial
experience,
they have argued
lating
that habitus, combined with field, begins to unpack
complex social relationships around literacy and lan
guage (Collins & Blot; Heller). Here, we develop
this discussion with regard to texts.
as defined by Bourdieu
Habitus,
(1977, 1990),
describes ways of being, doing, and acting in the
world across generations,
time, and space. In this
we
that
habitus, as a set of dispo
commentary,
argue
an
on
the understanding
of text
offers
sitions,
insight
as instantiated in
We
consider
habitus
production.
practice and look at how practices reveal the working
of habitus. Habitus both drives dispositions
and is
in the remaking of dispositions
across
(Bourdieu, 1990). Dispositions
generations
is instantiated
shape and generate identities. Habitus
in everyday practices and in identities. For this rea
on identities in
son, we focus in this commentary
transformed

we look at theories of identity
practice. Specifically,
and colleagues
and draw on the work of Holland
&
2002; Holland,
Lachicotte,
Holland,
(Bartlett
Skinner, & Cain, 1998). We consider how an under
togeth
standing of the practice theories of Bourdieu,
er with a consideration
of identities, from the work
of these anthropologists who have worked with
Bourdieu s theories of practice, can inform our un
texts.
derstanding of children's

The New Literacy Studies and texts
as traces

of social practice

In this section, we consider the relationship between
texts and social practice, drawing on the New
Literacy Studies. The ideas of the New Literacy
Studies enabled links to be made between the ways

in

people lived their lives, experienced everyday
exam
practices, and the texts that they produced. For
in
the
described
the
Heath
Carolinas,
(1983),
ple,
routines,
everyday home lives, ways of decoration,
and care-giving practices of the families in her study.
She then made a link from these routines to the fami

which

lies' literacy practices. Likewise, Street (1984, 1993),
in Iran, was able to identify different literacy practices
as associated with different domains of life; for exam
literacy practices, home literacy prac
ple, commercial
tices, and religious literacy. In both these examples
the way inwhich life was lived shaped particular tex
tual practices and resulted in identity constructions
that shaped text making. The New Literacy Studies
were identified
by Gee (1996) as providing a "social
turn" to literacy, and they led to a number of studies
at community
literacy practices (Barton &
looking
1998; Barton, Hamilton, & Ivanic, 2000;
Hamilton,
& Jones, 2000; Rogers,
Keating, 2005; Martin-Jones
some
In
cases, these studies
2003; Zentella, 2005).
and their litera
focused on particular communities
cies. In each of the cases, an ethnographic
eye was
to
of
communities
used
discover how members
lived
their lives. The assumption was that there was a link
from literacy to everyday life. It is that link that we
explore further here.
From the New Literacy Studies, we argue that
texts are multimodal. We draw on work
by Kress
on
is
which
focused
the
(1997, 2003),
ways in which
children make texts. Kress (1997) argued that they
do so by drawing on a plethora of modes. Children
make choices about which modes to use, and these
choices are evidence of the path they make as mean
a
ing makers. Kress swork has led to number of
at
studies looking closely
children's meaning making,
many

of them using

the lens of the New

Literacy
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is,with a link to practice (Kendrick &
Kenner,
2004;
2004; Kress et al., 2005;
McKay,
Lancaster, 2003).
text can be
We
suggest that the multimodal
seen as an artifact. In this, we are using the term
to describe a historical aspect to the making
artifact
like to suggest that this artifact
of texts. We would
like quality of texts is linked to the identity of the
that meaning
meaning maker. Kress (1997) argued
interest
with
the
of the sign
is
bound
up
making
maker. Here, we want to unpack what Kress might
have meant by interest and suggest that it could be
the child's identities in practice, which create and
Studies?that

texts across to identities.
text
context comes
When
considering
making,
to the fore as a unit of study. The work of Silverstein
and Urban (1996) identified the way inwhich texts
or entextu
as they are recontextualized
are
changed
alized across sites. They argued that texts can be re
as traces of interaction, and that "social
garded
identities may be durable projections from texts" (p.
6). They talked about the "text-artifact" as having "a
certain concreteness and manipulability,"
comparing
text-artifacts to "museum specimens" (p. 3). This no

educa

tion Discourses,
and to her childhood
ideologies and
Discourses. The conflation and intersection of
in texts, which, along
become modalities
Discourses
side practices, provide a formative picture of the
only their pathway into litera
meaning makers?not
in certain con
cy but also how they make meaning
texts and engage in practice. The theory provides a
lens on how producers sediment identities and what
they sediment.
The text, then, becomes an artifact of identities
as much

by social practice, habitus
(Bourdieu, 1977), and context as it is by the material
choices made during its creation. We use the
into texts" to de
"identities sedimenting
metaphor
scribe the way inwhich the process can be slow, as
informed

as
sand becomes more rock-like and multifarious,
different grains of sand become assembled into a
is a
rock. The term indicates that sedimentation
can
within
it
observed
be
and
process,
taking place
across sites and domains.
variety of modes and

of

then move to locating texts in the context of work
on identities. We think context and practices used in
contexts are two ways we can develop the link from

that related to his dispositions,
at-hand narratives, and home life. A teacher, in her
on
planning and assessing of students, drew
to her governing philosophy
and
Discourses
relating
teacher

interrelate?

in our making of texts. The history
and modalities
texts is as important as analyzing their materiality.
Here, we consider work on the history of texts.We

assembled Discourses

contemporary

identities

42/3

In this section, we argue that we need to unite theo
ries of identities with theories of texts to have a tex
In doing so,
tured account of literacy development.
we engage with previous theories on the production
of texts, on contexts, and on identities. Gee (1999)
texts are
in amyriad of D/dis
produced
argued that
courses and that we use different kinds of materials

and organize practices and representations"
1990, p. 53).
(Bourdieu,
starts when
The process of making meaning
Discourses
(Gee, 1996,
meaning makers assemble
1999), negotiate them, transform them, and materi
alize them in a text/artifact. Gee described this
and us
process as pattern recognition:
"[T]hinking
an
matter
of assembling the sit
active
ing language is
that you need for action in the
uated meanings
world" (1999, p. 49). Looking ahead to the data we
will describe in this article, we will see that a student

to more

do texts and

How

support a child's interest. This preferred way of do
can be traced back to the
ing and being, in turn,
the
ways of doing and being engen
family habitus,
dered in the home, "systems of durable, transpos
able structures, that is, principles which generate

dispositions,

2007
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tion that texts have histories, which can be traced, is
also evident in the work of Floriani (1994), who ar
texts come into being through observable
gued that
interactions, as these interactions produce a complex
text and its contexts, the
relationship between the
can be observed in interaction.
genesis of which
and
Floriani argued, drawing from Duranti
Goodwin
(1992), that context can be problematized
and

can

be

seen

as

intercontextual

when

texts

are

to
shaped. Floriani's work used taped interaction
look at the genesis of texts and how these texts are
talked into being as they become written documents
to Floriani, patterns of rela
(artifacts). According
texts
construct
identi
(p. 245). Although
tionships
ties are invisible in contexts, they shape texts. Smith
(1998), in her work on texts and everyday life, ar
texts are historical and material artifacts,
gued that
with complex social histories. From these perspec
the relationship of
tives we can then conceptualize
artifact

to

text.

are texts related to identities? We suggest
as related to ac
that identities can be conceptualized
this notion of identity is applied to
tivities. When
learners' identities are evident inwhat
classrooms,
How

a

(2006) noted that "people learn
they do. Wortham
as part of the same activities through which they act
social actions like
in the world, while performing
exists only in activities"
identification. Knowledge

Sedimented

identities

in texts
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or identities in practice
(p. 14). Lived practice,
et
is a key concept here, wherein
al.,
1998),
(Holland
identities are formed in the space of practice and, in
turn, texts sediment the process. People learn in
In
texts as artifacts trace identity making.
praxis, and
that sense, we work with the concept of different
on the work of Hull
contexts for identities. Drawing
we
and Greeno
(2006),
identify that different identi
ties are enacted within different contexts of activity.
on Holland
and her colleagues, Hull and
Drawing
of children in
Greeno looked at the participation
to argue that identities are
out-of-school
learning
of
in different communities
made and constructed
on the
We
also
draw
worlds."
and
"figured
practice
situated iden
work of Gee (1999) on socioculturally
identities with lived worlds, to ar
tities connecting
to
gue for an account of identities that is connected
use
We
Gee's
habitus.
and
texts, practices,
theory to
enable us to see how identities are instantiated in
and consider here the relationship of
D/discourses
and materiality.
Discursive
practices to meaning
shift identi
How does children's text making
children make meaning, Kress
ties in practice? When
(1997) observed that they also develop both their
identities and the text.Wortham
(2006) regarded
as an expansion of identi
of meaning
such moments
ties when people develop new tools and ways of act
a new local
ing: "When students and teachers built
relations and applied it
model of individual/society
to new texts, they entered an expansive cycle" (p.
104). Texts can be associated with the expansion of
identities in that the making of the text can itself be
a transformation
in the identities of
accompanied by
the text maker (Kress).
Identities can also be identified with certain
discursive practices. We have built our theorizing of
et al. (1998), who
identities on the work of Holland
can be seen within
in
that
identities
practice
argued
texts and artifacts produced as a result of those iden
tities. Holland
and colleagues tell us that identity is a
concept that works to connect the intimate and per
sonal worlds with the wider world of social relations.
of "identities in
We draw on their conceptualization
as in
who they
tell
others
worlds"
"people
figured
are, but even more importantly, they tell themselves
and then try to act as though they are who they say
com
they are" (Holland & Lave, 2001, p. 3). In this
on
as
we
on
identities
draw
Holland's
work
mentary,
of history or, as she and her coau
thors express it, "history-in-person"
(Holland et al.;
Holland & Lave). We also note work by Holland
and Leander (2004), which theorized identities as
"laminated" as away of describing the way inwhich
con
identities are layered, and multidimensional,
an accumulation

in dynamic and interrelated ways. This the
the layered nature
oretical move helps us understand
of identities and how these layered identities can be
texts. Texts as artifacts in
found sedimented within
stantiate the layers of lamination. Identities can also
be time bound. Work with identities and timescales
has revealed how identities are built up through in
teractional shifts, and these timescales can be stud
structed

ied, as identities are slowly ascribed and stay within
individuals (Wortham, 2006). Texts can also be relat
ed to timescales (Lemke, 2000). Identities can be un
derstood as a construction?Sarup
(1994) described
identities in terms of a process of construction
among people, institutions, and practices. In this
commentary, we argue that identities can be found
within practices and that it is possible to trace the
of these practices into text making.
sedimentation

Materiality

and multimodality

the relationship between ma
If texts are seen as mate
and
teriality
multimodality.
rial objects, there are far more questions to ask about
the way the text was put together. By looking at the
and the way they intersect,
different modalities,
sense of
more
complicated questions arise about the
It is through the modali
how the text was produced.
ties of texts that we get a sense of the producer. What
separates one text from another is,more often than
the trim size of a book, to
not, how it looks?from
This

section considers

and bright colors on a child's artwork, to bits
In our textured account
of animation on awebpage.
we
of literacy learners,
focus on what modes
they
choose for particular kinds of texts, alongside atten
dant practices to identify how they sediment identi
cutouts

ties in texts.
We argue that materiality
and multimodality
are not quite the same
relates far
thing. Materiality
more to amicro,
analysis of specific arti
fine-grained
facts and how their content and design relates to the
text maker. Materiality
allows us to look simultane
at
choices did the
ously
product and process. What
certain modes over others?
producer have? Why
How do these choices relate to the producer? How
do choices reflect context and habitus? The physical
features of texts thereby lead us to broader implica
tions and to the dispositions
of the meaning maker.
on the other hand, has a broader in
Multimodality,
fluence tied to larger discourses and ideologies such
as
cultural migration,
and technology.
globalization,
are connected
to materiality
in that they
Modalities
offer choice for meaning makers?the
color, texture,
to articulate
of
lines
and
words
used
shape
figures,
each
and con
affordances
carry
messages?that
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texts, meaning makers
producing
that best suit a desired or predeter
mined meaning. Modes
carry with them both con
and affordances
straints and affordances. Constraints
as material (whether a
can be understood
piece of
paper will bend or not) and also as cultural (whether
we would use tissue paper to make a bird or not).
Both are brought to bear when children make texts
straints. While

choose modes

(Pahl,2006).

practices

in social practices:
in texts

Social

term habitus describes the practice-infused
space
that surrounds and is changed by text making.
Bourdieu
( 1990) argued that habitus is "a product of
an
history" (p. 54) and also is
acquired system of
"an infinite capacity
which
has
schemes,
generative

The

for

generating

perceptions,

products?thoughts,

ex

limits are set by the
pressions and actions?whose
conditions of its
and
situated
socially
historically
In
this
55).
commentary, we draw
(p.
production"
on the historical nature of habitus to locate habitus
in homes and families, and see how children draw on
these

generative

structures

when

they

make

meaning.

in homes, we have ob
doing ethnography
served how children draw on intergenerational ways
of doing and being to construct new meanings
(e.g.,
Pahl, 2004).

When

FIGURE 1
PROCESS MODEL OF SEDIMENTED
IDENTITIESINTEXTS

process

Sedimentation
iteration?aspects

as

textual.

Texts

as artifacts

are

sites where

the

can be discerned. We argue that the habitus
informs practices, as families, for example, acquire
on from gen
long-term ways of doing things passed

habitus

to

generation.

These

practices

can

be

are sedimented
into texts; for
glimpsed when they
a child's
a farm reflects the ex
of
example,
drawing
perience of visiting and revisiting his granny's farm
inWales
(Pahl, 2004). We consider that this way of
texts as instantiations of the habitus
might
seeing
It also
have important implications for education.
the New Literacy
offers a way of understanding
Studies that ismore richly textured. Rather than
as
see
literacy practices
shaped by social prac
simply
to
now
it
is
tice,
possible
glean the way the specifici
ties of the habitus inform practice which then can be
texts
glimpsed instantiated within written and visual
it
is
in
(Rowsell,
possi
press). Through
ethnography,
ble to uncover these traces of practice. Repeated
can uncover
repeated prac
ethnographic fieldwork
tices in sites such as homes, which then can be iden
tified with certain texts. It is then possible to make a
texts as
study of those
reflecting the processes and
creation.
When we look at texts
practices of their
children's
within these contexts,
literacy practices be
come vitally infused with meaning.
amodel that operates as a
Figure 1 provides
to
heuristic
describe the way inwhich habitus, the
everyday lived experience of people, sediments into
texts. The model
gener
begins with habitus?which
ates

Text Habitus

42/3

How can the conception
of habitus be applied
et al. (1998) and Holland
to texts? Holland
and Lave
to
on
de
drew
Bourdieu's
(2001)
practice theory
of the last gen
scribe how the inherited dispositions
eration fall into, or sediment into, the next. The leap
Holland
and colleagues made was to describe that

eration

Habitus
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practice.

These

practices

generate

texts

through

slow process of iteration. The way inwhich habitus
as
sediments into texts can be understood
being
some
In
cases, sedi
highly nuanced and complex.
cases itmay
mented
identity is direct, while in other
more
subtle and couched. The model chronicles
be
in the context of the
the past but can be understood
present.

The model can be understood as a heuristic,
vectors in
describing the process of production. The
nature
of this process.
dicate the iterative, continual
of the moment
The theory rests on a contemplation
of production?the
context, the producer with his
or her set of dispositions,
the text and what it points
itwas
to, and how it reflects the context inwhich
we
it is possi
made. Here,
argue, through the model
ble to see the sedimenting of practices into texts as a
process, which then contributes to habitus. This

a

Sedimented

identities

in texts
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is cyclical and iterative and is related to time,
account. What
a
is
creating
patterned practice-based
essential to this process is that intertextually linked
clusters or sequences of texts and artifacts cross
in their meaning
and media
boundaries of modality
and
effects. Texts always bear traces of Discourses
other texts, which are disparate and carry longer or
shorter timescales (thereby having varying degrees of
effect) and are bound up with spaces of
meaning
process

practice.

a bird from tissue paper, at home,
were "to hand." Detailed
ethno
using materials that
were salient where
that
birds
work
revealed
graphic
the child's mother grew up, in Turkey. The child
would visit the village and chase the chickens. In ad
dition, bird making was observed as a practice by the
Fatih made

Pahl did ethnographic work
child at school. When
in a home, repeated visits led to the conclusion
that
bird making was a very important part of the child's
text making at home (Pahl, in press). This led
regular
to an interest in the history of the meaning
of the
bird sign for the child. The example illustrates how
cross boundaries of
intertextually linked clusters
have different mean
and media?which
modalities
on text
of
the mediation
ing effects
production,
identities, and factors surrounding meaning
such as space and time.

making

Locating sedimented identity in theory
away of
as
in texts can be understood
being
in
the
which
households
way
bring
conceptualizing
to a number of
particular ways of being and doing
sites (fields), and these sites include representation as
well as practice. Here, we ask the question "How
does this relate to other theoretical models?" One
we have found useful is the concept of
key model
funds of knowledge from Moll, Amanti, Neff, and
Gonz?lez
(1992) and Gonz?lez, Moll, and Amanti
(2005). In their work with Latino families, they were
Habitus

able to identify the ways inwhich a number of
funds of knowledge
could inform
home-inculcated
school-based
skills such as literacy and numeracy.
Funds of knowledge were discerned through ethnog
same way as sedimented
identities in
raphy, in the
texts can be understood
through longitudinal field
as be
was understood
and
their
work,
development
awider network of family
within
embedded
ing
"The person from whom
the child learns
carpentry, for example, may also be the uncle with
whom the child's family regularly celebrates birth
or
days
organizes barbecues" (Gonz?lez et al., 2005,
relations:

p. 214).

This kind of work, mapping
everyday prac
tices, also links to the detailed ethnography of Heath
(1998) in describ
(1983) and Barton and Hamilton
are
in
literacies
used in everyday
which
ing the ways
at
life. In looking
different families, it is clear that
are
different literacies associated
the phrase "there
with different domains of life" (Barton & Hamilton,
p. 7) recognizes that literacy is infused with the
families create and weave as they journey
meanings
their
lives. The concept of funds of knowl
through
in that it identifies
that understanding
widened
edge
as linked to everyday practice. By
linking
knowledge
to household practice and under
funds of knowledge
as a
to identify the
descriptive metaphor
standing it
value, in a number of different domains and across
of home practices
family members,
intergenerational
of
and discourses, we can see the complementarity
identities in texts and the
the idea of sedimented
idea of funds of knowledge. One centers on identi
ties and the other on different kinds of knowledge
and the associated values of that knowledge. Our po
centers more closely on
sition in this commentary
on
and on Bourdieu's habitus
identities,
dispositions,
a person
account
into
which
takes
concept,
being
to that
within a space and the practices connected
as a set of ac
person (Bourdieu, 1990). Habitus,
can also be transformed across
quired dispositions,
generations. The improvisations upon the habitus
inform the making of texts (Bourdieu, 1977, 1990;
Bourdieu & Wacquant,
1992).
The concept of figured worlds also informed
the way we developed
the theory. We have combined
Bourdieu's practice theory with the identity theory of
Holland
and colleagues (1998), who looked at how
identities were realized within figured worlds, them
selves mediated
by artifacts. By focusing on the role
inmediating
and col
identities, Holland
concrete texts and narratives into
leagues brought
the practice-infused
(1977, 1990)
space Bourdieu
observed in the Kabyle House. Through detailed
they were able to trace how identities
ethnography,
are
culturally shaped and are created in connection

of artifacts

with

figured worlds.
In an account

of learning,
"how individ
with
their in
together
to
how
knowing
language and literacy
activities" (p. 23). They considered the notion that
we need "to examine the nature and forms of cultur
al artifacts and tools used; the social relations, rules,
Gutierrez

of cultural ways

and Rogoff
(2003)
uals' background experiences,
terests, may prepare them for
engage in particular forms of

explored

and division of labour; and the historical develop
ment of individuals and communities"
(p. 23). We
would argue that many aspects of their theory could
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also apply to the practice-infused
space that is habi
tus. The habitus has temporal structures and disposi
tions toward the future; it positions the child both as
agent and within a structure, describing the shaped
form of family life (Bourdieu, 1990). By focusing on
a
text as artifact, it is possible to under
particular
stand how this is shaped by the habitus. In consider
we
analyze the context and how, in
ing the artifact,
the space of practice, individuals embed fundamen
tal aspects of their identities into texts.
In the following studies, we provide an exam
how the theoretical framework can be used for
of
ple
in
research. The studies presented are longitudinal
to three
nature, ranging in length from nine months
allowed us to view multimodali
years. Ethnography
contexts of
broader
within
ty
patterned prac
larger,
tice. By using ethnography, we account for identities
working within spaces, which carry histories and
power issues on local and global levels. The juxtapo
sition of contexts with their own particularities?
texts with their mix of modalities?and
practices
that link back to identities allowed us to have a de

The

artifact

resultant

to us

comes

after many

discussions by e-mail and in person and after think
on other projects and, we
ing through these ideas
ones
(Pahl & Rowsell, 2006). The use of
hope, future

TABLE

42/3

the "I" signals a shift to our own individual research
identities, in the field and in relation to the data.

in texts: Data

identities

Sedimented
examples

In this section we present examples from our data,
collected over the years in a variety of studies. For
over three years, Pahl collected data from a family
about its practices and texts. Rowsell presents how a
teacher sediments her "history in person" (Holland
et al., 1998; Holland & Lave, 2001) into her teach
ing and, importantly, into her teaching artifacts (e.g.,
her classroom design). Pahl describes her research
with a group of visual artists in a community
setting,
and, finally, Rowsell describes a family literacy re
search project, focusing on interviews with parents.
Case studies presented inTable 1 illuminate
texts are
theory. Each instance of practice shows how
linked to both the producer and the context in
which the text ismade, and then to the practice that
is instantiated within
the text.We see with Fatih that

tailed picture of literacy learners and how they make
and the multimodal
meaning. The ethnographic
us
in
each
other
that
ethnography gives
complement
a detailed picture and multimodality
furnished an
to work.
analytical framework inwhich
this
commentary, we weave in and
Throughout
out of our data sets so that we provide a collage of
sedimented
identities in teaching practice, in chil
dren's texts, and in individual lives. Our voices sepa
as a trace of
rately and collectively inhabit this text
practice.
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the practice-infused
space of his home and cultural
text
see Discourses
his
informs
practices
making. We
worlds
and
past
present
inhabiting Dorothys
finding
into texts she produces
their way and sedimenting
for

her

Texts

teaching.

are

constructed

from

a num

ber of different domains of practice, and these differ
ent domains are revealed interwoven within each
identi
text-artifact. Each instance sees "sedimented
ties" from a different lens? child, adult, communi
each shares a
ty, and parent to child?but
sedimentation
process that iswhat gives the text
and relevance for the producer and, quite
meaning
text. The
sto
possibly, for the reader of the
following
ries of producers cast sedimented
identities into

1

INSTANCESOF SEDIMENTED IDENTITYINTEXT
Instances of practice
Focus

4

3

1
An ethnographic
home

North

Site location

Home,

Participants

Elif, mother
Fatih

Timelines

3 years

identities
Sedimented
in texts and practices

Sedimented

study of a

London

of Fatih, and

A study of a teacher and
in
identities mediation
artifacts and in practice

A study of a group of
in a
visual artists working

University and public
school, Toronto

A community project
South Yorkshire

Dorothy,
teacher

early years

1 year
identities

in

that
Texts carry memories
activate meaning making

community

Alice,

setting
in

a visual artist

2 years
Texts signal community
and identities and carry
affordances and constraints

Series of focus groups with
literacy in

parents about
the home
School

library, Toronto

Rihana, mother

of Ahmed

1 year
Literacy practices take
as a part
place within and
of our identities

Sedimented

identities
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notes were taken in Fatih's
following field
a
over
af
week later on aThursday
classroom, just
ternoon, which I established was the time for free

relief, offering a particular way of seeing meaning
use
to protect the identity
pseudonyms
making. We
involved in our studies.
of participants

The

activity.

Repeating

a theme over time: The birdflew

"Because he
is a naughty
bird." I asked why.
and naughty,"
the house. He's hungry
relish. Later in the session, Fatih came up.
said Fatih with
We
asked him to draw a bird, because another child wanted
He

into the classroom
In this example, I (Pahl) draw on my observations of
Fatih's classroom and in his home. This episode has
been described elsewhere (Pahl, 2006, in press; Pahl
& Rowsell, 2005). I had been visiting Fatihs home
for about a year and had noticed his interest in birds.
In order to make sense of the data, Imoved between
sites, and as each field visit unfolded some more data
I began to see how the bird making was shaped by
Fatihs identity over time. Fatihs home was a small
flat inNorth London.
housing-association-owned
come
to London as a
had
Fatihs
Elif,
mother,
teenager as the result of an arranged marriage. She
had grown up in a village in rural Turkey and regu
sons back to this
to visit her
larly took her
village
a head
wore
was
a
and
devout Muslim
parents. Elif
scarf. Her flat was furnished simply with images she
had drawn as a teenager, awaterfall that lit up, and a
television set placed on a doily. Elif had separated
from her husband and was living independently. Elif
described her new life as being very happy after a dif
ficult period. A cousin, visiting when Iwas there
once, noted Fatihs interest in birds and said his in
terest dated from when he was very young.
The data described here come from a period
when Iwas observing both in Fatih's home and in
I visited at home, Iwas clear I
his classroom. When
was

interested

in children's

tial home visit concerned
I asked

text
ini
making, and the
the making of a bird:

if he had done

shook

their heads, but
to her bedroom,

anything. They
said, "He made a bird." She went
the curtain was a bird made
of cardboard
and behind
then Elif

and

look like a bird. It
said, "This doesn't
paper. Fatih
'cause it hasn't got legs." He
looks like a duck swimming
of this
did it three weeks
ago. I asked him about the making
bird. "I got a cardboard,
and I got a cardboard
bit, and I
cut it out like a bird, but I done the bird wrong,
and that's
lined

it flap up
I glued
it." Fatih took the bird and made
in the mirror, making
bird noises. He asked me
for some paper. We went
into the kitchen,
and I gave him
a
He
had
three sheets of notebook
paper.
huge pair of scis
in a rather alarming
fashion?
he was using
sors, which
them at the walls. Elif protested
and
and pointing
dancing
some smaller ones,
tried to take them away and substitute
at the
but he wouldn't
and sat down
allow this. We went

claws, he sang. Fatih
so I
He
helped him.

October 23, 2000)

drew me

another

bird. As he drew

the

cut this out; he found the
legs difficult
"This one can't fly." (Field notes,

said,

a bird

that could

birds,"

he said,

showed that Fatih had
observations
to
"The Ugly Duckling"
been listening
story at
swans
school, and his interest in
may have derived
from hearing that story. Previous field notes had also
recorded a strong interest in chickens, and bird mak
was one of Fatih's home practices. Repeated visits
ing
revealed many bird texts over a period of time. Fatih
of his family as birds and liked to
drew members
I had previously picked up this in
birds.
with
play
terest on an earlier field visit as the family described
their visits to Turkey:
Classroom

talked of the journey?flying
and then the coach.

We

to Istanbul
Then
cows,

a bus
some

journey
chickens,

for three and a half hours
"I like the coach,"

said Elif.

to her
have
farmhouse.
They
parents'
and a dog. (Field notes, February 28,

2000)
Repeated field visits revealed that the chickens
had been in a plot beside the grandparents' house,
from home showed the spot where
and a photograph
chickens
the
had wandered when Fatih was young.
me
Elif told
that when Fatih was about 6 the chick
ens were

no

longer

there,

so

this was

a

memory

from

5. The sign "bird" also was salient
for Fatih, and he drew on this when making birds.
About a year after the bird making had been ob
served in the classroom, I observed the following:
when

Fatih was

When

I left Hanif

was

huddled

in a blanket.

"Little

bird,"

"Oh, you call them birds." "Yes," she said,
were
"Fatih too, ku? is bird in Turkish. When
little,
they
little bird," she laughed.
16, 2001)
(Field notes, September

said Elif?I

and down

table. Fatih

inside

"I can't do flying
carry a star on its wings.
a walk
He
ones."
"only walking
began with
to a
is a swan," he
ing bird, and progressed
flying bird. "That
said. (Field notes, October
30, 2000)

all, and

kitchen

said, "This

flies around

said,

the bird signals a pet name for a child.
process of creating meaning
using tissue paper,
to
in
make the sign
order
and
scissors, paper,
pen
was
in
"bird"
part affected by the material affor
Here,

The

dances of tissue paper, paper, cutting out, and draw
behind the sign "bird" lay a plethora
ing. However,
of meaning, which had been built up over many
years. These

accumulated

meanings

built up the cul
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tural concepts associated with the sign "bird" and
were associated with much
longer timescales of
resources (Lemke, 2000).
than
the
material
meaning
These longer timescales of meaning were associated
built up over
with narratives of identity, meanings
to household practices. These exam
time, connected
practices,
ples show how Fatih's intergenerational
was young,
to
connected
chasing chickens when he
and to his mother's pet name for him, developed his
own interest in making bird texts both at home and
over time,
in the classroom. Through
observations,
of the practices associated with the "bird" theme,
of a system, the
habitus is glimpsed as the workings
across from Turkey to London. The play
movement
the birds engenders particular kinds of texts;
the sedimentation
of practice into texts is caught.

with

Motivated

signs:Discourses inpedagogical

artifacts
I (Rowsell) draw on a yearlong
a teacher-education
study with
ethnographic-style
student in a bachelor of education program in
In this example,

which became a chapter in an edited book
2005). Over the course of a
(Rowsell & Rajaratnam,
year, both authors pieced together the story of a
teacher, Dorothy, who grew up in Sri Lanka, moved

Canada,

to study early childhood education,
back to Sri Lanka to marry and have two
children, and returned to Canada to train as a
teacher and later settle there. Over the course of a
to Canada

moved

two
year, I observed the teacher, Dorothy,
during her
her.
interviews
with
What
and
conducted
practica
our discussions was not only how
emerged from
into her teaching prac
story sedimented
Dorothy's
tice but also how parts of her story or "history in
in teach
et al., 1998) materialized
person" (Holland
in
her
that
she
planning and
produced
ing artifacts
in her classroom design.
In our work together, Dorothy
and I analyzed
as
lesson and unit plans, assignments,
how texts such
and her classroom design were motivated
by
Discourses
(Gee, 1996) inhabiting her world.
was chosen because of her marked gift for
from the outset, for inclu
teaching and her capacity,
and
sive, integrative,
engaging teaching. After obser
it became evident that this
vations and discussions,
a
and melding
together of
gift derived from mixing
or
as
Todorov
(1984) describes it,
parts of herself
with each other to look
"two halves communicating
for common ground and translating them to under
or unbeknownst
stand each other" (p. 4). Beknownst
her
to Dorothy,
and backgrounded
she foregrounded
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based on the needs of the moment
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and the

student.

One of the more compelling
examples of mate
them into texts
and sedimenting
rializing Discourses
a
our
derives from
discussion about
design of her
ideal classroom that she created for a portfolio as the
final assignment for the bachelor of education pro
gram. As a template of her practice, the design sedi
mented her traditional, skill-based literacy education
in Sri Lanka; her tie to a tropical, lush place and to
and her adoption of amore inter
the environment;
active and progressive approach to teaching math,
which collectively represent what Kress (1997) refers
nature of the sign,"
to as "the motivated
signaling
the identity of ameaning maker (p. 19). These
in artifacts she created as a
Discourses materialized
as
part of her practice?which
signaled important
In
habitus
her
this
of
way,
pects
identity.
Dorothy's
sediments into her classroom design. In Figure 2 you
see
of
classroom space as amaterialization
Dorothy's
parts of herself.
The shapes within

like the math
components,
center, differentiate parts of her history in person
her practices, her beliefs, her educa
(her Discourses,
over
The
tion).
triangles represent what she learned
the course of her teacher preparation: Math needs to
be interactive and engage the student (i.e., learn by
to math);
indepen
approaches
doing/constructivist
dent and paired reading should take place in a com
but active language work takes
fortable environment,
at
Differentiated
chairs.
tables
and
by dots, the
place
terrarium
and
fish
tank,
represent her love of
plants,
tied to her childhood. Larger dots
the environment,
in the figure signify her belief in having children ap
are
studying
preciate and acknowledge what they
and when they are studying it. Finally, diagonal lines
a teacher she does not
sediment her own habitus?as
want

to

take

center

stage

but

wants

to

privilege

stu

identities. As a pedagogic artifact tracing prac
her
classroom design carries older and newer
tices,
them are disposi
timescales, and interwoven within
tions to meaning making. The "green" area with the
to a discussion we had
plants and fish harks back
when she articulated her tie to the environment:
dent

Dorothy

First

of all,

Iwould

is very degraded;
a lot of nature.
with
up
so Iwould
cal country;

which

like to take care of the environment,
and I'm a person who was brought
it is a very tropi
Back in Sri Lanka,
sure there are a few
in
make
plants

ex
to give that effect, because
that puts something
tra to motivate,
students.
and a lot of visual aids to support
the class

Beside the science center, there are coat hooks,
a sink, and more plants as a reminder of the ecologi
cal, green theme that is central to her program and to

Sedimented

identities

in texts
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FIGURE 2
DOROTHY'S

IDEALIZED CLASSROOM
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her classroom. To forge a strong connection among
the disciplines of technology, math, and science, she
a computer station in between the math and
places
science centers. The classroom therefore signals

in Yorkshire.
area

Sedimented identity in texts and affordance and
constraints
One aspect of tracing sedimented
identities in texts
is to look at the affordances and constraints of par
in expressing identity narratives. The
ticular modes
a term
of
concept
affordance^
meaning what is possi
ble in relation to modes when making a text, was
(2001)
by Kress and Van Leeuwen
problematized
when they asked,
Is affordance
um

in which

more

to do with

the mode

of the medi
the materiality
a matter
or is itmore
is constituted,

over time,
of a particular
culture with amedium
or is it a combination
more
sometimes
the one,
of both,
more
is in need
sometimes
the other? It is a question which
of the work

of more

The
meaning

exploration,

concept

(p. 125)

of affordance inmultimodal
is linked to what is possible in the

making
a
of
sign. The concept indicates how the
making
amode connects with the "best
of
possibility
using
fit" for the meaning maker s intention (Jewitt,
the notion of affordance also is the
2005). Within
ex
recognition of the ways inwhich producers often
cer
or
the potential of
plicitly
implicitly understand
to achieve an end or effect. As part of a
tain modes
research project looking at the work of visual artists
in South Yorkshire, I (Pahl) conducted a series of ex
tended interviews with artists from the arts organiza
tion Heads Together, who were working
in schools,
in order to look at their practices. I published
this in
an article
at the role culture
in
plays
looking
shaping
affordances (Pahl, 2006). The small section of data
below comes from an interview with an artist, Alice,
talking about work in rural Yorkshire, funded by the
local council. I highlight
these data because they de
can be linked to
scribe how affordance and meaning
on the context when
in
artist
that
the
drew
gether,
choices about the mode children and parents
making
used for their art. It shows how those choices sedi
ment into texts, and the materiality
of the affor
as
text. Alice was
as
the
well
context,
dance,
shapes
asked to work with young people in a rural location

42/3

she was describing

In this interview,

the

to me:

is a

Richmondshire
one

the

habitus sediment
strong undercurrents of Dorothys
ed into a diagram of what she envisions to be an ex
emplary classroom. The classroom design and the
teacher s story recall our overall claim that there is a
key thread we need to understand among texts?text
the identity of the producer.
makers?and
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side,

valleys
district

Wensleydale
well....
This

transient

credibly

and

on
it starts at Richmond
huge district;
across
it
Swaledale
and
spreads
and it drops down quite a long way as
rural to the in
goes from incredibly

army population.

in
summed up the space she was working
schools
small
but
and
that
added
"very
sheep"
was asked to
"people get closed off." Alice
bring the
out
and
what
find
young people
people together
and writing,
wanted, using fine art, photography,
and produce an exhibition of their work that reflect
ed this experience. As an artist, she saw this as being
a
on for herself,
project she worked
alongside the
Alice
the
described
young people.
process of working
on the
project:
Alice

as

We

for a whole

worked

sonal work

as well,

exhibition

so we

I did
went

week

up

some

there. We

did

some

We

had

to do

drawing.
and
around

drove

around

per
this
and

for some walks and went
up early and went
in the landscape....
ourselves
immersed
[and]
climbing
along
it was that space really. Because
That was the thing,
that's
sketched?went

we were

where

All of the work with
the young peo
working.
to
and I did the most work
around?[her
coworker]
was to talk to them.
We
that
found
best
what
worked
gether.
We
like what's
it like 'round
asked them lots of questions
ple

was

here, what do you see when
you come out of your house,
what do you see...? Iwas working
with
the younger
ones,
were 3 or 4
and they would
say, "Oh, there's
they
upwards,
I said there's no
sheep and cows," and when
I live, they said, "Wow, oh, is that true?" So we
start
would
they lived and what
they
just
asking about where
of
that they did was around
them?some
did, and the work
see. (Interview,
them started out drawing
what we could
and

chickens

cows where

Alice, February 2005)
Alice described how working with the young
people was affected by the context and the cultural
the land
experiences of the people who lived within
was
in
she
which
the
exhibi
immersed.
When
scape
tion opened, the effect was of "blue skies and sheep"
because the context for the artistic work had shaped
the exhibition. As Alice said,
all this stuff and brought
it down and we
[The artist and her colleague] want
as a
as
ed to represent the top of the exhibition
landscape and
a
then with all the other work, we just used a
journey. And
of their work of greens and blues in stone walls
background

Then

we

collected

laid it out

in the office.

and overlaid

it with work?winning
the exhibition
basically
Alice, February 2005)

of

that

so

(Interview,

we
pieces
has grown

put on top
from that.

Alices description of the exhibition is very much
a reflection of how she felt about the
landscape, and

identities
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every day, and they sit under the sofa or in the corner some
he doesn't
and I'm forever upset by it because
get
rid of anything....
Ahmed
has picked up this habit. The only

she has drawn on the cultural affordances of the dis
cussion with the children and her experience of the
landscape to make her own statement. Through her
discussions with me, Iwas able to see how her internal
to her for
shaped the affordances available
on what the children said
She
drew
meaning making.
to make the artwork, and her visual representation
was
shaped by the immersion she and her colleague
experienced within the landscape. Her representation
was affected by this experience, and the
text
resulting
was a sedimented expression of the various stages she
had experienced while putting together the exhibition
(Pahl, 2006). The notion of affordances and con

where,

thing he reads isfliers like his dad. He'll keep fliers in the
corner,

anywhere.

(Interview,

November

16, 2004)

vision

of texts allows analysts to not
it is possible to explore the sedi
identities within texts but also pay attention
is and is not possible within the confines of

straints in the making
only understand how
mented
to what

s
particular modes and media. Alice
description of
what was possible was heightened by her awareness of
space. The space where she worked dictated how she
put the exhibition together, and her use of materials
reflected the content of the exhibition (sheep). But the
space also dictated the exhibitions shape (as a land
scape and a journey). Focusing on Alices identities in
practice as she moved through the project allows the
texts to be seen as an artifact of identities, re
resulting
her
artistic habitus (Pahl).
flecting

Sedimenting home in school:Literacy practices
aspart of our identity
are

to start when
good places
researching
identities in texts. As part of a yearlong
study (Broad, Diiorio, Rowsell, & Tessaro, 2006;
Rowsell, 2006) on bringing family literacy into liter
acy teaching at an inner-city school inToronto,
Rihana, aMuslim
parent, spoke about literacy in her
home. Rihana is a reader and always has been. Her
parents read fiction and nonfiction voraciously, but
her husband does not have as much
interest in fic
some
he
reads
nonfiction.
In
tion;
particular, her
seen
at
is
often
husband
home reading fliers, with
what she regarded as a frustrating habit of storing
these fliers under the sofa in their living room. The
fliers dealt with any number of items from comput
ers on sale to used cars, but itwas the format and the
pictures and comparative price charts that interested
him. What Rihana had recently noted was how her
son, a struggling reader and writer, not only read
Families

sedimented

fliers and housed them under his bed but also creat
ed them. She noted,
likes stories of the past, like in Islamic history,
My husband
or he has this stack of Urdu
that he picks up
newspapers

What
struck me
not only the adoption
tice passed from father
Ahmed, her son, went
created his own version

(Rowsell) as Rihana spoke was
of an intergenerational
prac
to son but also the fact that
one step further and
actually
of the fliers. Ahmed has been
considered at risk of failing literacy at various points
in his schooling, and Rihana finds it difficult to
spark any interest in language from him. In this in
stance of practice, Ahmed
sedimented a learned, ob

served practice in a text within
the comfort of his
home. Ahmed had license and freedom within his
to embed as much of his own
home environment
(i.e., he is not con
identity into texts as he wished
or
measures
as he was at
strained by standards
a
flier became part of his
school). The skill of writing
literacy repertoire. This practice and these attendant
texts are as much evidence of literacy skills as the
types of activities that he was doing at school, but
the schooling model of literacy (Street & Street,
1991) at the time did not necessarily align with his
literate practices in the home and his habitus. In fo
cus groups over the year, parents
spoke about how
their children's formative notions of literacy and
what itmeans to be literate were forged at home
through their familial patterns. Impressions, prac
artifacts carried traces of sedi
tices, and multimodal
mented
identities. These artifacts housed essential
information about meaning makers. Feeling at ease
and letting habitus flow through was a key strand in
our

data.

Drawing

together

some threads:

Implications for practice
In these research studies there were themes that
kept
to the notion of sedimented identities
pointing back
in texts:, familial literacy patterns,
crossgenerational
in texts, af
literacy habits, Discourses materializing
fordances of particular modes together with cultural
into texts, and a nexus be
experiences sedimenting
tween
language and culture in the home. It is
our continual interactions with
through
meaning
events
that we come to solidify identities in
making
practice.

The notion of "sedimented
identities" can be
used as a heuristic device to identify a triadic rela
an artifact?where
it ismade, by whom,
tionship in
and through what set of practices. In a compendium
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of research on principled practice for adolescent
learners, Sturtevant et al. (2006) claimed,

social process that is active, creative,
and infused with identities in practice.

as
is in teaching
all stu
important
identity construction
dents, there is research to suggest that it alone is not sufficient
into life-long
readers and learners. For
for turning
students
to the
educators must
that to happen,
give equal attention
in which

students

become

literate

learners,

(p. 13)

is an
in this commentary
combines
that
identities, prac
interpretative gaze
tices, and contexts through analysis of meaning mak
can be useful for
ing.We believe that the concept
future literacy researchers in the following five ways:
What

we have offered

1. First, it can enable researchers looking at
in schools to identify
children's text making
swritten and drawn
in
children
which
ways
texts are concrete instantiations of habitus.
out this information with the use, for
Filling
of

example,

take-home

cameras

research project to be undertaken
identities in texts.
mented
2. Second,
mented

fundamental

can

enable

a

on sedi

to the concept

There

are also
important implications for ped
are spaces that can be infused
identities. As children come to

agogy. Classrooms
with our students'

write, the host of experiences they have had since
birth are brought to bear on the writing processes.
that experience, teach
By recognizing and honoring
ers can
students'
identities
into the classroom.
bring
are
in
which
cultural
handed down
patterns
Ways
over time can be traced in children's

texts.

We

think this work has relevance for readers of
us ques
Research
Quarterly in that itmakes
Reading
tion the way texts come into being. By paying close
attention to text production,
and understanding
the
in
which
identities?
way
practices?mediated
by
sediment into texts, a view of text production
emerges that is alive to what happens during the
texts. This kind of work has
implications
making of
for teachers in schools who work to represent chil
texts becomes an
reading of
are
active process, whereby
identities
located and
as in this
texts. The
found within
of
texts,
making
work above, becomes one of actively researching
dren's lived realities. The

of sedi

that
identity is the understanding
and
individuals (children, adolescents,
adults, differently but equally) make mean
texts
ing and produce
through multiple
needs to be a
modalities. This understanding
starting point in literacy research.

3. Third, researchers can identify the concept
identities when tracing iden
of sedimented
over
time, in ethnographic
tity narratives
can do so when
projects, for example. They
links between
coding transcripts and making
texts, such as children's texts, oral discourse,
parental narratives, and home field visits.
Visual data can also fill out and enable un
texts and text
derstanding of the history of
across the domains of home and
making
school.

in research into infor
4. Fourth, those working
mal learning?for
example, in museums,
or homes?can
draw on the
family learning,
to
kinds
them
what
families
tell
let
concept
to
trace
are
common
inter
and
of practices
this
Sometimes
sedimentations.
generational
can be done with families, and the concept
can be used in the curating of an exhibition,
for
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example.

5. Finally, we believe this concept can enrich
research into literacy education and provide
a lens
literacy researchers and educators with
to look at texts as part of a
which
through

lived practices
texts.

and instantiating

them within

multi

modal

can take this framework and use it
to consider the choices made when
texts, to trace back to homes and communi
making
ty settings to the origin of texts and to celebrate stu
dents' identities in classroom settings in order to
texts.
support the creation of new identity-infused
is to en
Our purpose inwriting this commentary
courage more research studies and perhaps more
pat
teaching that tracks discursive and multimodal
texts. There is a complex relationship
within
ternings
in
between the author of a text and the environment
itwas made. The four examples provide a pos
which
sible sense of the ways inwhich ethnographic,
longi
tudinal studies offer perspectives on the making of
texts in families and communities.
Teachers

with

students
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